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Glossary
Accident: The term “accident” refers to road accidents that result in injuries to road users.
A road accident is deemed to have occurred when one or more road users are killed, injured
or sustain some other form of damage to their health on public roads as a result of a sudden
traffic-related incident involving at least one moving vehicle.
Injured road users: Injured road users are persons who sustain serious or minor injuries in a road
accident. In general, a health impairment that lasts longer than 24 days is classed as “serious”.
Until 31.12.2011, injuries to road users were classified into three categories: serious injuries, minor
injuries and non-discernible injuries. The “non-discernible injuries” category was dropped with
effect from 1.1.2012. Since then, all injuries have been explicitly assigned to a specific category.
Fatalities: In Austria, road accident fatalities are persons who die as a result of a road accident,
either immediately or within 30 days of the accident.
Road accident victims: Road accident victims are persons who are killed or suffer injuries (serious or minor) as a result of a road accident.
Alcohol-related accident: In Austria, an alcohol-related road accident is a road accident in which
at least one of the persons involved (motorist or pedestrian) was determined to have been
under the influence of alcohol pursuant to § 5 (1) of the Road Traffic Act (Straßenverkehrsordnung) or to have exceeded the maximum permissible blood/breath alcohol level as defined in
Article 14 (8) of the Driving Licence Act (Führerscheingesetz) or for whom “reduced fitness to
drive/alcohol” or “alcotest refused” was recorded.
Motorcyclists: Riders (drivers and passengers) of single-track motor vehicles.
Abbreviations
ADM		
Accident Data Management
AIT			
Austrian Institute of Technology
AMKO		 Ärztlicher Mobilitätsklub Österreichs (Mobility Club for Medical Practitioners in Austria)
APA			
Austria Presse Agentur (Austria Press Agency)
ARBÖ		 Auto-, Motor- und Radfahrerbund Österreichs (Automobile, Motorcycle and Cycle 		
			Club of Austria)
ASFINAG Autobahnen- und Schnellstraßen-Finanzierungs-Aktiengesellschaft (Motorway and
			
Expressway Operator in Austria)
AUVA		
Allgemeine Unfallversicherungsanstalt (Austrian Workers’ Compensation Board)
BMASGK
Bundesministerium für Arbeit, Soziales, Gesundheit und Konsumentenschutz (Aus-		
			
trian Federal Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Health and Consumer Protection)
BMBWF		
Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und Forschung (Austrian Federal 		
			
Ministry of Education, Science and Research)
BMI			
Bundesministerium für Inneres (Austrian Federal Ministry of the Interior)
BMVIT		 Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie (Austrian Federal Minis			
try for Transport, Innovation and Technology)
ELKOS		 Einsatzleit- und Kommunikationssystem (Police Operations Control and Communica			
tion System in Austria)
EU			
European Union
ILCAD		
International Level Crossing Awareness Day
KFG		Kraftfahrgesetz (Austrian Motor Vehicles Act)
KFV			
Kuratorium für Verkehrssicherheit (Austrian Road Safety Board)
ÖAMTC
Österreichischer Automobil-, Motorrad- und Touring Club (Austrian Automobile, 		
			
Motorcycle and Touring Club)
ORF		Österreichischer Rundfunk (Austrian Broadcasting Corporation)
VSF			
Österreichischer Verkehrssicherheitsfonds (Austrian Road Safety Fund)
ZVR			
Zeitschrift für Verkehrsrecht (Traffic Law Journal)

Foreword
The Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (BMVIT) has

Österreichisches
Verkehrssicherheitsprogramm
2011 – 2020

published an “Annual Report on Road Safety in Austria” each year since 2007. The report
offers an overview of road safety work in Austria and provides information on current

The current Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-20201 was published in 2011. This
annual report outlines the progress achieved throughout the reporting year in the
implementation of the measures in the Road Safety Programme’s individual areas of
intervention and provides details of the corresponding successes in reducing the number
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The annual report supports the organisations involved in road safety work – such as
research institutes, government ministries and regional authorities – in developing,
planning and implementing further road safety measures. This, in turn, establishes the
basis for achieving the ambitious goals set in the Austrian Road Safety Programme for
the period to 2020 and allows any necessary adaptations to be made in a timely manner
Effective road safety work can only be achieved if the necessary data are available for
analysis and evaluation. From 2012 onwards, an electronic “Accident Data Management”
(ADM) system replaced the use of accident statistics reports as data collection method
and has greatly extended the scope and coverage of the data collected. In a major
change, all accidents are now also assigned spatial coordinates using georeferencing, a
development which significantly aids the identification of stretches of road with a high
concentration of accidents.
The accident data collection catalogue, which had already been considerably extended
in 2012, was optimised again during a further system migration in January 2018 and new
mandatory characteristics were defined.

“Road safety is an absolute priority in Austrian traffic policy and is
driven forward by a series of targeted measures.”
1

Available for download at https://www.bmk.gv.at/en/topics/roads/safety/rsp2020.html.
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1 Road Safety Work
1.1 Road Safety Work in Austria
Road safety in Austria is the joint responsibility of various different institutions, including,
for example, regional authorities, political parties, research institutes and non-governmental organisations. The graphic below provides an overview of these different institutions
and how they work together.
At the core of the country’s road safety work lies the Austrian Road Safety Programme,
which was first enacted in 2002 for the period from 2002 to 2010. This was followed by
the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-2020, which was first published in February
2011 and subsequently updated in 2016 following a comprehensive interim evaluation
in 2015.

BMVIT Federal Ministry for
Transport, Innovation and
Technology

Federal Ministry
of the Interior
Police

Other Federal Ministries
(e.g. BMBWF, BMASGK)

ASFINAG

Statistics Austria

Political Parties

Association for Research
on Road-Rail-Transport
Austrian Road
Safety Programme
2011 -2020
Universities and
Research Institutes

Regional Governments
Local Authorities

Professional Associations
and Interest Groups (e.g.
Chambers of Commerce,
Federations, Confederations)

Cities and
Municipalities

Emergency Services
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Road Safety
Organisations

Automobile Clubs and
Mobility Organisations

As a result of the Austrian Accident Investigation Act (Unfalluntersuchungsgesetz)
which came into force in 2006, BMVIT established the Road Safety Advisory Council as
a forum for decision makers in matters relating to road safety. The Road Safety Advisory
Council’s primary tasks lie in the preparation, ongoing evaluation and development of
road safety programmes for all modes of transport. Its members are made up of the
transport spokespersons for the parliamentary political parties, safety experts for all
modes of transport as well as representatives of government ministries, local and regional authorities, mobility clubs, chambers of commerce and industry, trade and labour
associations, interest groups and research institutions. The Advisory Council’s Roads Task
Force was actively involved in the preparation of the Road Safety Programme 2011-2020,
is supporting the programme throughout its duration and evaluates it at regular intervals.
This annual report provides an overview of the implementation status of the Austrian
Road Safety Programme and thus serves as a tool for its ongoing evaluation.

1.2 International Institutions
Austria is represented in the following international road safety organisations and
working groups:
CARE - European Road Accident Database
CEDR - Conference of European Directors of Roads
ECTRI - European Conference of Transport Research Institutes
ECR – Euro Contrôle Route
ERSC - European Road Safety Charter
ERTRAC - European Road Transport Research Advisory Council
ETSC - European Transport Safety Council
European Commission

www.ec.europa.eu/transport/
road_safety/specialist/statistics
www.cedr.eu
www.ectri.org
www.euro-controle-route.eu
www.erscharter.eu
www.ertrac.org
www.etsc.eu
www.ec.europa.eu/transport/
road_safety

FEHRL - National Road Research Centres in Partnership

www.fehrl.org

FERSI - Forum of European Road Safety Research Institutes

www.fersi.org

GRSP - Global Road Safety Partnership

www.grsproadsafety.org

ITF - International Transport Forum

www.internationaltransportforum.org

IRTAD - Accident Database of OECD

www.internationaltransportforum.org/irtad

JTRC - Joint Transport Research Centre of OECD and ITF

www.itf-oecd.org/
research-centre
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La Prévention Routière Internationale

www.lapri.org

OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development

www.oecd.org

PIARC - World Road Association

www.piarc.org

TISPOL - European Traffic Police Network

www.tispol.org

UNECE - Global Forum for Road Traffic Safety

www.unece.org/trans/main/
welcwp1.html

WHO - World Health Organisation

www.who.int

1.3 Awareness-Raising Measures and
Campaigns
Numerous road safety awareness-raising measures and campaigns were carried out in
2018 throughout Austria. This section provides a brief overview and description of some
of these measures and campaigns.

1.3.1 International Activities and Events
Transport Research Arena 2018; BMVIT, Austrian Institute of Technology,
AustriaTech
The Transport Research Arena (TRA 2018), Europe’s largest transport research congress,
was held in Vienna from 16 to 19 April 2018 under the heading “A Digital Era for Transport”.
Every two years, policy makers, researchers and industry stakeholders come together to
share their ideas on new trends and innovations that will shape the future of transport
and mobility. Around 3,000 international experts came to Vienna to attend the event
and discuss current developments and the latest research results.
The conference was co-organised by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport,
Innovation and Technology (BMVIT), the Austrian Institute of Technology, AustriaTech,
the European Commission and the European Technology Platforms. The focus lay on
the “major trends”, including automation in all its facets, innovative powertrains and
decarbonisation, i.e. the transformation of an entire system to low-carbon or even
carbon-free mobility.
The safety of transport systems is an important requirement for their acceptance and
frequently lies at the core of transport policy goals. Digitalisation offers new opportunities to improve road safety and thus featured as a topic in numerous presentations
and discussions throughout the conference. Latest findings from research into ways of

8
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raising road safety were likewise presented, with the topics discussed ranging from the
analysis of accident causes and possible countermeasures in driving behaviour, vehicles
and infrastructure to possibilities to avoid accidents through automation and driverless
vehicles.
Photo credit: BMVIT

Road Safety 2020+ Conference; BMVIT, European Transport Safety Council,
Austrian Road Safety Board
During Austria’s Presidency of the Council of the European Union, a high-level conference
on the future of road safety was held on 13 November 2018 in Vienna. Over half of the
EU Member States have already begun work on their 2020+ Road Safety Programmes.
The results of the roundtable and panel discussions between national and international
experts will serve to assist them in preparing these national road safety strategies.
The three main challenges to road safety in the EU are driving speed, distraction and
drink/drug driving. The most successful interventions in recent years to counteract these
problems have been the enforcement of speed limits, awareness-raising campaigns
and infrastructure and education measures. In future, particular focus will be placed on
protecting vulnerable and young road users.
A further priority is the so-called Safe System approach, an inclusive strategy that encourages all road users to work together to create a safer road system. The Safe System
approach is already considered in the majority of road safety programmes around the
world and will play a decisive role in the planning of future programmes.
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Photo credits: BMVIT/
European Transport Safety
Council

4. High-Level Ministerial Dialogue on Connected and Automated Driving;
BMVIT, AustriaTech
The integration of automated mobility into our transport systems is also a key topic of
discussion on the international stage. At the European level, the “High Level Ministerial
Dialogue on Connected and Automated Driving” was launched in 2017 as a regular forum
to facilitate a common approach and promote cooperation and further development of
automated and connected mobility. During Austria’s Presidency of the Council of the
European Union, high-level mobility experts from across Europe met in Vienna on 28 and
29 November 2018 to discuss legal, organisational and transport policy perspectives on
integrated, automated mobility options and their safe introduction.

Photo credits: BMVIT/Reich
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1.3.2 National Activities and Events
Automated Mobility Action Programme 2019-2022; BMVIT, AustriaTech
The evolution of automated mobility has great potential to make transport and mobility
safer and more efficient. BMVIT has recognised this potential and made automated
transport a topic of priority in the design of future mobility. Since 2016, it has invested
around 25 million euros in corresponding development grants.
Some 300 experts from industry, research, the public sector and society at large collaborated throughout 2018 to develop the new Action Programme on Automated Mobility
2019-2022, which was published at the end of the same year. In addition to overcoming
technical challenges and building the necessary digital infrastructure, the programme
should also establish the societal and legal frameworks for these future technologies
and facilitate their viable use from a transport and mobility perspective. The action
programme stipulates that automated mobility should increase the safety of all road
users in the long term, whereby special emphasis should be placed on vulnerable road
users as well as on the needs of the different user groups. A prerequisite thereby is
ensuring safety in any pilot operations.

Photo credits: BMVIT/beyond

Austrian Action
Programme on
Automated Mobility
2019-2022
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“In the long term, automated mobility should improve the (transport) safety of all transport users, whereby a particular focus must
be placed on vulnerable transport users (especially cyclists and
pedestrians), as well as on the needs of the different user groups.”

ZVR Traffic Law Day; Vienna University of Economics and Business, Johannes
Kepler University Linz, Austrian Road Safety Board
The 12th ZVR Traffic Law Day took place in Vienna on 13 September 2018. Organised
by the Austrian Road Safety Board in conjunction with Vienna University of Economics
and Business (which also hosted the event) and Johannes Kepler University Linz, the
conference focused on current issues in various legal disciplines. Topics of debate from
a traffic law perspective included the technical characteristics of small cars and their
legal relevance as well as the control and intervention possibilities available to traffic
surveillance. The delegates also discussed issues relating to travel law, protection and
ownership of traffic-related data and liability in railway law.

Photo credits: KFV/
APA-Fotoservice/Schedl

“Aquila 2018” Austrian Road Safety Awards; Österreichische Gemeindebund,
Austrian Road Safety Board
On 21 June 2018, the Österreichische Gemeindebund (Association of Austrian Municipalities) and the Austrian Road Safety Board presented the “Aquila” awards for the 45th
time. Conferred every two years, the goal of the “Aquila” is to recognise outstanding
engagement and creativity that makes a significant contribution to improving road
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safety in Austria. In 2018, awards were presented to the Hohenegger Kindergarten in
Lauterach in the “Kindergarten and Primary Schools” category, the HTL Mödling in the
“New Middle Schools and Secondary Schools” category, the Municipal Office of the
City of Bregenz in the “Cities, Towns and Local Authorities” category and the Discobus
Association Burgenland in the category “Associations and Institutions”. The award for the
“Corporate” category was presented to Senitec GmbH for the development of a smart
indicator that is worn on the hand. The journalist Angelika Kreiner received the award in
the “Media” category, while the special award for bravery was presented to Kevin Resch.

Photo credits: KFV/
APA-Fotoservice/Buchacher

Road Safety Symposium; ZVÖ Centre for Road Safety Austria
Every year since 2014, ZVÖ – a non-profit alliance of Austrian companies in the road
safety sector – has organised an annual road safety symposium with expert speakers
from industry, research and government. This year, nine speakers provided insights into
the status quo and future of road safety in Austria, discussing a broad range of themes
including emerging technologies, current research, computer-assisted infrastructure
management and core legal issues. Their presentations addressed key topics like the
rights of road accident victims, road maintenance management as contributing factor
to road safety, and street lighting at pedestrian crossings.
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Photo credits: ZVÖ

Prevention Forum; AUVA
The Forum Prävention (“Prevention Forum”) was held from 4 to 7 June 2018 in Innsbruck
and focused this year on the topics of “Lack of Exercise” and “Carcinogenic Work
Materials”. The event also serves as a symposium for the Traffic and Transport Working
Group, which is made up of experts from the Austrian Workers’ Compensation Board’s
(AUVA) regional offices and focuses on accident prevention, accident research and road
safety work. The participants at the 2018 symposium discussed current insights from
traffic psychology and new experiences with driver assistance systems and received
practical demonstrations of the correct positions for drivers’ seats in cars and heavy
goods vehicles as well as of driverless work vehicles.

12th Pedestrian Symposium 2018; Walk-space.at
Around 200 national and international experts met in Graz on 4 and 5 October 2018
for the 12th Walk-space Pedestrian Symposium, where they discussed topics relating to
the theme of “Active and Mobile on Foot: Transformation of Public Spaces and Safe,
Liveable, Streets”. In a series of keynote talks, workshops, networking sessions, panel
discussions and project presentations over the course of the two-day symposium,
delegates discussed best practices and current endeavours to transform public spaces
into pedestrian-friendly urban districts.
Road safety aspects featured on the agenda, for example, in the discussions on the
design and planning of areas surrounding schools. The journey to and from school and
the environment in which a school is located are key action spaces for child development
and play a key role in helping children learn how to behave safely on the roads. Road
safety issues were also discussed in a separate session on shared road spaces, a further
focus topic at the 2018 event.
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Photo credits: Walk-space.at

Ö3 “Heroes of the Roads” Road Safety Awards; Hitradio Ö3, Federal Ministry
of the Interior
On 8 May 2018, the Austrian national radio station Hitradio Ö3 and the Federal Ministry
of the Interior presented the “Ö3 Road Safety Awards” for the 17th time. The awards
are presented in a total of six categories – “Ö3ver of the Year”, “Police”, “Ambulance
Service”, “Fire Service”, “Motorway Maintenance” and “Public Transport” – to “heroes
of the roads”, i.e. people and institutions who have made an outstanding contribution
to road safety throughout the year. The 2018 “Ö3ver of the Year” award went to Kevin
Resch from Niklasdorf, who successfully managed to stop a moving lorry and rescue the
unconscious driver from the cabin. The awards in the other categories were won by the
district police headquarters in Schladming, the Lower Austrian Red Cross, the volunteer
fire service in Pöchlarn, the ASFINAG motorway maintenance crew in Mürzzuschlag,
the traffic management headquarters in Bruck an der Mur and the ÖBB’s railway traffic
control centre.
Photo credits: Ö3/Leitner
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“Drugs as a Road Safety Problem” Symposium; Austrian Road Safety Board
More than 170 experts from the fields of road safety, engineering, government, research,
education and the police gathered in Vienna on 19 June 2018 for a symposium on “Drugs
as a Road Safety Problem – Current Fields of Action, Measures and Solutions”. To encourage a broad debate, a wide range of topics were included on the agenda – from the pharmacological background to drug abuse, national and international experiences through to
possible solutions. In the final session, an interdisciplinary panel of experts discussed how
an efficient system to enforce drug driving provisions in Austria might look in the future.
Photo credits: KFV

VCÖ Mobility Awards 2018; VCÖ
The VCÖ Mobility Award is Austria’s most sought-after accolade for climate friendly
mobility and sustainable goods transport and is awarded each year in seven categories
in cooperation with BMVIT, the Federal Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism and the
Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB). A total of 321 projects and concepts were admitted
for consideration for the 2018 theme: “Society.Transformation.Mobility”. The overall
winner was announced at the awards ceremony on 18 September 2018: “Sonnengarten
Limberg” (“Sun Garden Limberg”), a housing project in Zell am See in which the property
developer and the local authorities are working together to install a comprehensive
mobility concept. The award in the “Ideas and Pilot Projects” category was presented
to the “Radspielplatz Wien” (“Bicycle Playground Vienna”) concept, which addresses the
problem of diminishing cycling proficiency among Austrian children especially in urban
areas. The concept provides children with a safe and motivating introduction to cycling
and should thus improve road safety by equipping them with better cycling skills.
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Photo credits: VCÖ/Matthaeus Schmid

Traffic Medicine Symposia; ÖAMTC, AMKO
Every year, the Mobility Club for Medical Practitioners in Austria (AMKO) and the Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle and Touring Club (ÖAMTC) organise two themed traffic
medicine symposia. These interdisciplinary events serve as a broad forum to discuss and
communicate new research findings that will help to improve road safety and reduce
accident numbers or the threat to the environment. The key topics of discussion at the
“Bikes and E-Bikes – Health Risk or Fountain of Youth?” symposium on 9 March 2018
were the risks and accident-related consequences of bikes and e-bikes as well as the
corresponding infrastructure and legal requirements. The “Travelling with Children and
Dogs in the City” symposium on 16 November 2018 focused, in turn, on child injury
patterns, legal issues relating to supervisory obligations and various types of child
restraint and other safety equipment.

Photo credits: AMKO
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1.3.3 Selected National Awareness-Raising Measures
and Campaigns
“Drugs are a threat to you”; BMVIT
Driving under the influence of drugs poses a major threat to safety on Austria’s roads.
Accordingly, BMVIT launched an awareness-raising campaign in 2018 to draw attention
to the dangers of drug driving. Alongside the campaign, which focused primarily on
social media platforms, improved training for police officers in recognising drug users
and the optimal utilization of drug screening devices also serve to reduce the number
of road accidents in Austria.

Photo credits: BMVIT

“Hello Life” Campaign; ASFINAG
The goal of the multi-year “Hello Life” road safety campaign launched by the Austrian
motorway operator ASFINAG in 2017 is to reduce distraction and lack of due care and
attention while driving. In 2017, this was the most frequent cause of accidents on Austria’s roads and accounted for one third of all road accident fatalities. Given the high
driving speeds, distraction at the wheel is especially dangerous on motorways, yet is
frequently underestimated. A mere glance at a smartphone to read a message can lead
to long distances being covered while ‘driving blind’. Reaction times are far longer when
drivers are distracted than when they are concentrating on driving. Distracted drivers
often do not adapt their speed well to the situation on the road and fail to keep fully
to their lane. This significantly increases the accident risk. The “Hello Life” campaign is
designed to raise awareness of the risks of distraction and prevent accidents caused
by lack of due care and attention.
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Photo credits: ASFINAG

Bicycle Workshops; AUVA
In 2018, the Austrian Workers’ Compensation Board (AUVA) held its bicycle workshops for
the 14th time with financial support from the Austrian Road Safety Fund and the Federal
States of Burgenland, Carinthia, Lower Austria, Salzburg, Styria and Tyrol. Around 28,000
pupils at 225 primary schools completed the bicycle workshops, where they learned
essential road safety skills and improved their cycling proficiency. Alongside the voluntary
bicycle test, the AUVA bicycle workshops are the largest bicycle training programme for
primary school children in Austria. In 2018, monitoring data was gathered nationwide
at these workshops for the first time. The collection of data on key indicators will serve
as a valuable source of information for further road safety activities across the country.

Photo credits: AUVA
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“I’m Not a Smartphone Idiot – Hands Off Your Phone on the Roads” Campaign;
Hitradio Ö3
Over one third of all road accidents are caused by distraction, and the emergency
services are increasingly hampered in their efforts at accident sites by “gawkers” taking
photos and making videos on their smartphones. The “I’m Not a Smartphone Idiot”
campaign organised by the Austrian radio station Ö3’s traffic news team addresses this
problem and seeks to improve safety on the country’s roads. Over a period of several
weeks starting in May 2018, the problem was highlighted and explained on the radio
from multiple perspectives and in cooperation with a range of different experts.
Photo credits: Ö3
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“Safe Roads for Children” Campaign; State of Burgenland, Austrian Road
Safety Board
Given the increasing trend towards motorisation and the fears of parents that their
children might fall victim to a road accident, the number of children who walk, cycle or
travel by bus on their own is on the decline. This trend leads at the same time to greatly
increased volumes of traffic in the vicinity of schools, which cause congestion and other
problems. It also means that children are not able to practice the basic skills they need
to become safe road users. Accordingly, the goal of the 2018 road safety campaign in
Burgenland was to establish alternatives to “parent taxis” and work together to create
a safe system for young road users.
As part of the campaign, the 2nd Burgenland Road Safety Day was held on 22 June 2018.
This special event for teachers and educators was designed to reach, educate and train
a targeted group of road safety education multipliers. Further measures in the campaign
included an extension of the “Pedibus” and “School Route Police” initiatives as well as
the procurement of an aluminium model of a child that will be used in high-risk areas
to raise awareness of children on the roads.
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Photo credits: State Media
Service Burgenland

“Road Safety is a Matter of Honour. School Crossing Guards in Carinthia”
Campaign; State of Carinthia
The “Road Safety is a Matter of Honour. School Crossing Guards in Carinthia” campaign
is a joint initiative set up by the Association of School Pupils and the State Police in
Carinthia to acknowledge the region’s volunteer school crossing guards. The initiative
sought to raise appreciation for and communicate the value of the service provided by
these dedicated volunteers and also included a poll to identify and recognise the region’s
most popular school crossing guards. A targeted PR campaign that accompanied the
initiative sought to attract new volunteers to take on this crucial task.

Photo credits: State of Carinthia Photo Service/State
Press Office/Bernd Knaus
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Be Mobile – Stay Mobile; State of Lower Austria, ÖAMTC
“Be Mobile – Stay Mobile” is an information and driver training programme specifically
for older yet still active road users developed by the Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle
and Touring Club (ÖAMTC) and funded by the State Government of Lower Austria. The
goal of the project is to support and encourage mobility in the 60+ age group. As in
previous years, multiple, small-group courses were offered throughout 2018 at ÖAMTC
driver training centres in various locations, during which the participants received
information and completed a series of driver safety training exercises.

Photo credits: ÖAMTC

Bicycle Training; State of Upper Austria
Throughout 2018, a group of certified cycling instructors trained pupils at 250 schools
across Upper Austria. In addition to practical exercises to train their bike riding skills,
the children were also tested on their technical knowledge in preparation for the cycling
proficiency test.

Photo credits: Easy Drivers
Bicycle Training School
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“Cross on Red, Then You’re Dead. Stop at Red Lights!” Road Safety Campaign;
State of Salzburg
Road users are increasingly ignoring the warnings and crossing railway junctions when
the lights are red. Since this can lead to serious road accidents, the State of Salzburg
and its road safety partners launched a poster campaign in 2018 to raise awareness of
the need to stop at red lights and thus improve road safety.
The long stopping distance required by a train and corresponding need to stop when
the lights are red was demonstrated on a stretch of track in Zell am See. The police in
the region likewise increased its enforcement measures at railway crossings.
Photo credits: State of
Salzburg

Thank You Day for “School Crossing Angels”; State of Styria
The value and status of school crossing guards, who volunteer day in and day out in
all weathers to help children get safely to and from school is acknowledged in Styria
each year with a “VIP Day for School Crossing Guards”. The event also serves as an
incentive for pupils, provides them with role models and draws their attention to road
safety from a very early age. In 2018, 250 pupils participated in this event to thank their
school crossing guards.
Photo credits: State of
Styria/Kundigraber
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Step-by-Step Guide to Road Safety; State of Tyrol, ÖAMTC
This road safety education project gives pre-school children the opportunity to practice
road safety in a protected environment and thus learn important skills for their future
road use. Step-by-step and in a series of games, the children learn how to behave when
walking on the pavement, how to cross the road and how to stay safe when travelling in
a car. They are also taught the importance of being visible: in a practical demonstration
in a darkened room, they quickly and effectively recognise the difference between normal
and reflective clothing.
Photo credits: ÖAMTC

Vorarlberg Road Safety Week; State of Vorarlberg, Austrian Road Safety
Board
The theme for the 2018 “Vorarlberg Road Safety Week” from 15 to 21 October was
“Visibility = Safety”. In the autumn, all kindergarten pupils across the state were supplied with safety vests and all first-year primary school pupils were given road safety
packages. In a competition for middle schools, pupils were asked to design reflective
items of clothing and accessories. The winning designs selected by the jury were then
produced in reality. In a series of targeted awareness-raising initiatives in all regions of
the state, information brochures and reflectors were distributed to pedestrians, bicycle
light checks were carried out and motorists were informed of the consequences of
poorly adjusted headlights.
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Photo credits: Austrian Road
Safety Board

Helfer Wiens Safety Training Days; City of Vienna
During the annual “Safety Training Days” run by the Helfer Wiens prevention organisation,
the City of Vienna’s Municipal Department 46 (Traffic Management and Organisation)
provides road safety training in primary schools across the city. In 2018, this training
focused on getting safely to and from school and the correct behaviour at road junctions and on road crossings. In a simulation exercise, pupils were taught how to use
a pedestrian crossing correctly with particular emphasis placed on where to look and
potential conflict situations with vehicles – above all lorries – turning right.

Further Awareness-Raising Measures and Campaigns
Further examples of road safety measures and campaigns carried out in 2018 include:
•

Austria: BMVIT “Tips for Getting Safely to and from School” information brochure

•

Burgenland: AUVA Co-Pilot Training, funding of training units for motorcyclists

•

Carinthia: “Wörthersee Autofrei 2018” (“Car-Free Lake Wörth 2018”) initiative,
“Achtung Kinder!” (“Look out for Children!”) poster campaign, “Distraction Causes
Accidents” workshops

•

Lower Austria: “Umwelt.Wissen” (“Environment.Knowledge) information event in
Tulln, AUVA Bicycle Workshops, “SUSAS” project to help children get safely to and
from school

•

Salzburg: “Sichtbar am Rad” (“Be Seen on Your Bike”) campaign

•

Styria: “Gu(R)te Fahrt” (“Have a Safe Journey, Wear a Seat Belt”) and “Augen auf
die Straße” (“Eyes on the Road”) awareness-raising campaigns
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•

Tyrol: Mitigation of stretches of road with a high concentration of accidents (e.g.
the Achhorner Junction on the B 175 and the Glocknerstraße on the B 100)

•

Upper Austria: “Road Safety through School Crossing Guards” initiative

•

Vienna: “Wiener Sicherheitsfest” (“Vienna Safety Festival”), “Safebike Vienna”
project

•

Vorarlberg: “Selbständig zur Schule” (“Getting to and from School on Your Own”)
road safety film, “Safety Days 2018” event
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2 Implementation of the Road
Safety Programme
2.1 Road Safety Programme 2011 – 2020
The Austrian Federal Government and, in particular, the Federal Ministry for Transport,
Innovation and Technology (BMVIT) as the main government body responsible for road
safety, have set themselves the target of making Austria’s roads among the safest in
the EU. While significant progress was already achieved through the first Austrian Road
Safety Programme (2002–2010), Austria nonetheless still only occupies a middle ranking
position among EU Member States when it comes to road safety. As a result, BMVIT
worked in close cooperation with the members of the Austrian Road Safety Advisory
Council’s Roads Task Force to develop a new Road Safety Programme for Austria for
the period from 2011 to 2020.
The road safety philosophy adopted in the Austrian Road Safety Programme 20112020 is based on a “Safe System” approach in which “responsible cooperation, shared
responsibility and joint action come together to create a safe environment for ALL road
users in Austria”.
These joint actions and efforts should serve to reach the following numerical targets
compared to the corresponding average values for the years 2008 to 2010:
•

50 % fewer fatalities by 2020

•

40 % fewer serious injuries on the roads by 2020

•

20 % fewer personal injury accidents by 2020.

“The philosophy behind the Road Safety Programme 2011-2020:
working together to create a safe system for all road users in Austria.”
To achieve these targets, a catalogue of over 250 measures in 17 fields of action was
drawn up. Responsibility for each measure is assigned to one or more organisations
and/or levels of jurisdiction. The measures are broken down further into four categories:
1. Accident prevention
2. Mitigation of the consequences of accidents
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3. Groundwork as basis for further measures, and
4. Lobbying at EU level
Each measure is also assigned an implementation timeframe (start package / short
term / medium term / long term). The ten areas of intervention listed below have been
assigned top priority, since they hold the greatest potential for reducing the number of
fatalities on Austria’s roads:
•

Specific road user groups (e.g. pedestrians, young drivers)

•

Alcohol and drugs

•

Motorcycle accidents

•

Seat belts

•

High accident concentration sections and integrated road network safety
management

•

Fatigue and distraction/lack of due care and attention

•

Speed management on rural roads

•

Accidents on level crossings

•

Enforcement

•

Driver education

Chapter 2.3 of this Annual Report on Road Safety in Austria focuses on the implementation of measures in the individual areas of intervention in the Austrian Road Safety
Programme 2011-2020. The programme itself is being monitored and adapted throughout
its duration by the Austrian Road Safety Advisory Council’s Roads Task Force.
The Austrian Road Safety Fund established at BMVIT finances key research activities that
support road safety work in Austria and funds road safety campaigns and initiatives.
Wherever possible, any measures relating to the Austrian Road Safety Programme should
be accompanied by appropriate evaluations.
A comprehensive interim evaluation of the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-2020
was carried out in 2015. This evaluation revealed that the interim targets formulated for
the year 2015 had been narrowly missed: when compared with the baseline figures, the
number of fatalities on Austria’s roads had fallen by 23 % (target: -25 %), the number of
seriously injured road users had decreased by 16 % (target: -20 %), while the number of
injury accidents had dropped by 7 % (target -20 %). Accordingly, the goals of preventing
accidents and reducing the numbers of fatalities and injured road users, especially those
suffering serious injuries, will continue to be vigorously pursued.
Based on the findings of the interim evaluation, the Austrian Road Safety Programme
2011-2020 was updated in 2016 and adapted to reflect the current trends on the roads
and in road accident statistics.
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A copy of the second edition of the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-2020 is
available for download at: https://www.bmk.gv.at/en/topics/roads/safety/rsp2020.html

Road Accident Statistics for 2018
Fatalities
Seriously injured road users

409
7,631

Injured road users

46,525

Injury accidents

36,846

Accident trends since 2000 with the target for 2020 as formulated in the
Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-2020*
* In order to permit a statistical
comparison of accident
numbers prior to and after
2012 despite the change in
the data collection method,
the data pertaining to injury
accidents and the numbers
of seriously injured persons
prior to 2012 have been
adjusted by a factor of
1.085 and 1.213 respectively
and are shown on the graph
using a dotted line.
** Basis: average for the years
2008 – 2010.
Note: Until 31.12.2011, injuries
to road users were classified into three categories: serious, minor and
non-discernible injuries. The
“non-discernible injuries”
category was removed with
effect from 1.1.2012. Since
then, all injuries have been
explicitly assigned to a
specific category.
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2.2 Legal Changes Pertaining to Road Safety
Work in Austria
Mandatory “eCall” in New Motor Vehicles
The prompt reporting of the accident and swift notification and rapid arrival of the
emergency services are crucial for ensuring efficient assistance following a road accident.
Since 31 March 2018, all new Category M1 and N1 motor vehicles – i.e. all passenger
and goods vehicles with a maximum mass not exceeding 3.5 tonnes – registered in the
EU must be equipped with an in-vehicle eCall system. In the event of a serious road
accident, the eCall system automatically dials Europe’s unified emergency number (112)
and communicates the precise location of the vehicle to the emergency services.
Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council in conjunction with Regulation (EU) No 305/2013 and Regulation (EU) No 2015/758
Decision No 585/2014/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council

“Ban on Gawkers”
In the event of a road accident that requires the provision of first aid assistance by the
police or other emergency services, police officers are now authorized to order bystanders
to leave the scene of the accident if they are hindering the provision of aid or unreasonably infringing the privacy of the persons involved in the accident, for instance by taking
photos of the accident victim(s) on their smartphones. This authorization serves above
all to remove any bystanders from the scene of the accident who are not providing aid
but merely satisfying their own curiosity. Any person who refuses to leave the scene
despite having been ordered to do so and continues to hinder the provision of first aid
assistance through their behaviour or mere presence is subject to a fine of up to 500
euros. In aggravating circumstances, offenders can also be given a custodial sentence
of up to one week or up to two weeks in the case of repeat offenders.
Amendment to the Austrian Security Police Act (Sicherheitspolizeigesetz), Federal Law Gazette
I 55/2018

Restructuring of the Course on Life-Saving Emergency Measures
The format of the course on life-saving emergency measures was adapted in 2018 to
allow learner drivers to complete their mandatory first aid course as a two-hour online
module combined with a four-hour practical course.
15th Amendment to the Austrian Driving Licence Act Implementing Provisions (Führerscheingesetz-Durchführungsverordnung), Federal Law Gazette II 58/2018
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New Section Control Measuring Section Directives
In 2018, the Section Control Measuring Section Directive (Section Control-Messstreckenverordnung) for the A22 motorway was amended for the Kaisermühlen Tunnel.
Several temporary section control measuring sections were also introduced on the A2
motorway, all of which were located at roadworks.

Driving Ban Calendar 2018
To separate summer holiday and heavy goods vehicle traffic, a driving ban calendar was
also issued in 2018. The calendar establishes the dates and times when lorries, articulated lorries and heavy goods vehicles with trailers with a maximum mass exceeding
7.5 tonnes are not permitted on specific roads, e.g. on Saturdays in the summer months
and other dates.

2.3 Areas of Intervention

2.3.1 Specific Road User Groups

Photo credits: Fotolia

Children (0 – 14 years of age)
In 2018, 2,887 children were injured in road accidents in Austria, three of them fatally.
Around 40 % of these children were injured while travelling as passengers in cars, around
23 % as pedestrians, around 22 % on bicycles and around 6 % on mopeds.
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The share of children among total road accident fatalities on Austria’s roads fell from
around 2 % in 2017 to under 1 % in 2018. The three accidents in which children were
fatally injured occurred in Lower Austria, Upper Austria and Styria.
2018

Measures implemented in 2018

Road accidents

2,622

Injured persons

2,887

Continuation of the “Model Regions – Safe
Mobility for 10-14-year-olds” project, which
establishes the parameters for modern,
effective forms of prevention in six “Model
Regions” – three in Styria and three in Carinthia.
In addition to mitigating the risks at danger
points, the project uses a targeted mix of
awareness-raising measures to increase road
safety for children.
Preparation of a “Road Safety Education by
the Police” Directive by the Federal Ministry of
the Interior, the Federal Ministry of Education,
Science and Research and AUVA.

Seriously injured persons
Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

277
3
0.7 %

Photo credits: iStock

Young road users (15 – 24 years of age)
In 2018, 11,436 young road users between the ages of 15 and 24 were injured in road
accidents in Austria, 51 of them fatally. The share of road users in this age group among
total road accident fatalities thus remained at a similar level to the previous year at
around 16 %.
The majority of young road accident victims (around 51 %) in 2018 were either driving
or travelling in a car at the time of the accident. 27 % of road accident victims in this
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age group, around 60 % of whom were male, were riding a moped. 850 young cyclists
(around 7 % of young road accident victims) were involved in road accidents, with more
young men (around 65 %) than women among the victims.
2018
Road accidents

12,591

Injured persons

11,436

Seriously injured persons

1,355

Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

Measures implemented in 2018
In 2018, work began on a web-based version
of the moped driving theory test, which is still
taken in part in paper format.

51
16.1 %

Photo credits: iStock

Older Road Users (65+ years of age)
In 2018, 121 people over the age of 65 – and thus around 30 % of all road accident
fatalities – were killed on Austria’s roads. After decreasing in the previous year to 101
fatalities (around 24 %), the share of older road users among total road accident fatalities
rose again in 2018. Members of the 65+ generation primarily suffered fatal injuries in
car accidents or as pedestrians or cyclists. Around 27 % of the road accident victims in
this age group in 2018 suffered serious or fatal injuries.
In 2018, 49 people over the age of 65 were killed in Austria while travelling in motor
vehicles, 14 more than in the previous year. While the number of pedestrian fatalities fell
compared to the previous year (2018: 25; 2017: 36), more cyclists in the 65+ age group
were killed in road accidents in 2018 than in the previous years (29 fatalities). Overall,
around 61 % of all pedestrian or cyclist fatalities on Austria’s roads in 2018 were in the
65+ age group.
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2018

Measures implemented in 2018

Road accidents

8,123

Injured persons

5,924

Seriously injured persons

1,497

The focus of the 4th Austrian Road Safety Fund
call for tenders (which was issued in 2014)
lay on older road users. The following studies
were among the projects funded, and the
corresponding project reports are available for
download on the BMVIT website:
• Generation “65+”; Combining a plus in years
with a plus in road safety
• FahrSicherRad; Safer cycling for senior
citizens
• ATTENTION; Development of suitable
measures to improve the road safety of older
pedestrians by observing behaviour and analysing real-life accidents

Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

121
29.6 %

Photo credits: iStock

Pedestrians
In 2018, 3,855 pedestrians were involved in road accidents in Austria, thus continuing the
downward trend seen in the previous two years (2016: 4,058; 2017: 3,936). The number
of pedestrian fatalities fell strongly from 73 in both 2016 and 2017 to 47 in 2018. The
share of pedestrians among total road accident fatalities thus decreased from around 18
% in 2017 to around 12 % in 2018. The number of seriously injured pedestrians likewise
dropped: 858 pedestrians were seriously injured in Austria in 2018, 44 fewer than in
the previous year.
As in the previous years, more female (54 %) than male (46 %) pedestrians were injured
in Austria in 2018. Pedestrian fatalities were highest in the 65+ age group (25 fatalities;
53 %), with relatively high figures also reported for 55-64 year-olds (8 fatalities; 17 %)
and 15-24 year-olds (6 fatalities; 13 %).
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2018

Measures implemented in 2018

Road accidents

3,838

Injured persons

3,808

Initiated by BMVIT and partially funded by the
Road Safety Fund, the “All-Round Visibility on
the Roads” project is examining possibilities to
minimize the risk of blind spot related accidents
involving lorries and buses. Federal funding
was secured in autumn 2018 to extend the pilot
tests with turning assistance systems for a
further two years and ensure a sound scientific
evaluation.

Seriously injured persons
Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

858
47
11.5 %

Photo credits: iStock

Cyclists
In 2018, there were 8,138 accidents involving cyclists on Austria’s roads – again considerably more than in the preceding years (2017: 7,501; 2016: 7,383). In these accidents,
a total of 41 cyclists were killed and 8,173 injured. The share of fatally injured cyclists
among total road accident fatalities thus also rose slightly in comparison to the previous
year (2018: 10 %; 2017: around 8 %; 2016: around 11 %).
The number of people fatally injured while cycling increases with age. In 2018, around 88
% of all cyclist fatalities on Austria’s roads were 50 years of age or over. Considerably
more male (31) than female (10) cyclists were fatally injured; overall, around 62 % of
cyclists injured in road accidents were male and around 38 % were female. Around 25
% of all injured cyclists suffered serious or fatal injuries.
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2018

Measures implemented in 2018

Road accidents

8,138

Injured persons

8,173

Seriously injured persons

1,977

Each year, BMVIT and AUVA run bicycle
workshops in primary schools across Austria.
In 2018, around 28,000 children participated in
these workshops. During the 2018 workshops,
monitoring data was gathered nationwide for
the first time using the following indicators:
• Bicycle helmets
• Safety and roadworthiness of children’s
bicycles
• Cycling proficiency of primary school
children
The results establish starting points for
targeted measures to improve road safety
for young cyclists. To meet the high demand,
new editions of BMVIT’s bicycle road safety
brochures were published in 2018.

Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

41
10.0 %

Photo credits: Fotolia /
Adobe Stock

Moped riders
In 2018, 555 people were seriously injured and 2,902 suffered minor injuries in road
accidents in Austria while riding a moped. But the injuries were not restricted to moped
drivers: in the 3,509 accidents involving mopeds, 52 passengers were seriously injured
and 359 suffered minor injuries. Around 80 % of the moped riders involved in road
accidents in 2018 were between 15 and 24 years of age.
The moped riders involved in road accidents are primarily young males – around 49 %
of all moped accident victims in 2018 were young men in the 15-19-year-old age group.
In contrast, the majority of injured moped passengers were female (227 women, 184
men). 6 of the 8 fatalities in moped accidents in 2018 on Austria’s roads were young
road users between the ages of 15 and 17 (one of whom was female).
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2018

Measures implemented in 2018

Road accidents

3,509

Injured persons

3,457

The focus of the 5th Austrian Road Safety Fund
call for tenders (which was issued in 2015) lay
on motorised two-wheeler riders. The following
projects have now been completed, and the
corresponding project reports are available for
download on the BMVIT website:
• ModMop – Modernisation of Moped Driver
Education
• Mover – Young Moped Drivers and Driver
Maturity
• Improved Perception of Motorcycles
The following projects funded in the call for
tenders also addressed mopeds:
• Tune it – The Moped Tuning Problem
• Fit for a Moped – First Aid and Accident
Prevention for 15-Year-Olds
• Protect Me – The Influence of Protective
Clothing on Injury Severity in Moped Accidents
Development of the web-based moped driving
test.

Seriously injured persons
Fatalities
Share of total fatalities

555
8
2.0 %

2.3.2 Alcohol and Drugs
In 2018, the share of alcohol-related accidents among all road injury accidents in Austria
lay at 6.2 %, thus remaining at a similar level to the previous year. Only marginal changes
have been recorded in this figure in recent years, which stood consistently at between
6 % and 6.7 % in the years from 2010 to 2017.
The number of alcohol-related road accidents fell in the reporting year in Burgenland,
Carinthia, Salzburg and Tyrol, but rose in all other federal states. The total number
of fatalities in such accidents remained the same as in 2017: 33 people were killed
in alcohol-related road accidents in Austria in 2018. The number of people injured in
alcohol-related road accidents rose slightly to 2,959 (2017: 2,932). This corresponds to
6.4 % of the total number of persons injured in road accidents throughout the year and
remains at a similar level to the previous year (2017: 6.2 %).

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

“Lass Drogen nicht ans Steuer” (“Don’t Drug Drive”) road safety campaign
launched in October 2018
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Alcohol-related road accidents in 2018
Fatalities

33

Seriously injured persons

562

Injured persons

2,959

Accidents

2,291

“We need to reduce the number of people driving under the influence
of drugs. To achieve this goal, we need to establish an accurate
enforcement system like the one we’ve been using for many years
for drink drivers.”

2.3.3 Motorcycle Accidents
In 2018, 2,725 people were injured in road accidents in Austria while riding a motorcycle, a decrease of 6.4 % compared to 2017. In contrast, an increase was reported in
the number of motorcycle fatalities – 92 motorcyclists were fatally injured on Austria’s
roads in 2018 compared to 73 in the previous year.
Men were involved in motorcycle accidents far more frequently than women: 86 % of
injured motorcyclists and 98 % of motorcycle fatalities in Austria in 2018 were male.
While a few years ago motorcycle accidents were still predominantly the domain of
the “young rebels”, nowadays the majority involve motorcyclists over the age of 40.
So-called late starters – motorcyclists who start riding a motorcycle at age 40 or older
– are particularly at risk. Around 49 % of motorcyclists injured in Austria in 2018 were
between 40 and 59 years of age.

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

Evaluation of the ‘motorcycle safety million’ made available by BMVIT to fund
improvements to the road infrastructure

•

The following projects were funded in the 5th Road Safety Fund call for tenders,
which focused on improving the safety of motorised two-wheelers:
–

ViaMotorrad (motorised two-wheelers and infrastructure)

–

RSI-4-2Wheelers (motorised two-wheelers and infrastructure)

–

motFas (driver assistance systems for motorcycles)

–

Spot & Ride (crowd tagging /digital map apps for motorised two-wheelers

–

IMPMOD (Improved Perception of Motorcycles Through Driving Simulator
Based Driver Education)
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Motorcycle accidents 2018
Fatalities

92

Seriously injured persons

1,115

Injured persons

2,725

Accidents

2,700

2.3.4 Seat Belts
Wearing a seat belt is an important road safety measure and contributes significantly
to reducing injury severity in the event of an accident. The comparison of the severity
of the injuries sustained by car occupants who were wearing seat belts and those who
were not clearly illustrates this fact. Just over 5 % of the people fatally injured in car
accidents in Austria in 2018 were not wearing a seat belt compared to under 1 % for
those who were. The share of people who suffered serious injuries in such accidents
was likewise far higher for those who were not wearing a seat belt (just over 25 %) than
for those who were (just under 9 %).
Injury severity for car occupants wearing seat belts in 2018

Injury severity for car occupants not wearing seat belts in 2018

The Austrian Road Safety Board observes and records the seat belt wearing rate in
Austria each year. In 2018, as in the previous year, 97 % of drivers wore a seat belt. The
seat belt wearing rates for front-seat and back-seat passengers were similar to those
observed in previous years: in 2018, 98 % of front-seat passengers (2017: 97 %) and 92 %
of back-seat passengers (2017: 93 %) wore a seat belt. From a gender perspective, more
women (98 %) than men (97 %) wore seat belts. The seat belt wearing rate for children up
to the age of 12 years lay at 97 % in 2017; for all other age groups, the rate lay at 96 %.
Slight differences in seat belt wearing rates were determined for men and women: in
2018, 98 % of female drivers and 96 % of male drivers wore a seat belt. The difference
in the seat belt wearing rate is particularly striking between car (97 %) and small van
(90 %) drivers. A correlation can also be seen between the use of seat belts by drivers
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and passengers: if the driver is wearing a seat belt, 97 % of passengers do so as well; if
the driver is not wearing a seat belt, only 52 % of passengers wear one.

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

The “Gu(R)te Fahrt” (“Have a Safe Journey, Wear a Seat Belt”) road safety campaign organised by AUVA and the Austrian Road Safety Board was continued in
2018. The goal of this measure is to reduce the numbers of fatalities and injuries
sustained in road accidents as well as to increase the number of people who
wear a seat belt (especially back-seat passengers) and the correct use of child
restraints.

2.3.5 High Accident Concentration Sections and
Integrated Road Network Safety Management
A quarter of all road accidents each year occur on stretches of road with a high concentration of accidents. § 96 (1) of the Austrian Road Traffic Act (Straßenverkehrsordnung)
stipulates that the authorities must introduce countermeasures on such sections of the
road network.
Based on an analysis of the cause of the accident and an inspection of the accident site,
these can take the form of police, traffic or construction measures.

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

Preparation for the transfer of vehicle-related data from the central vehicle register in accordance with § 47 (4) of the Austrian Motor Vehicles Act 1967 (Kraftfahrgesetz 1967)

2.3.6 Fatigue and Distraction or Lack of Due Care and
Attention
According to the road accident statistics compiled by Statistics Austria, distraction or
lack of due care and attention – and in particular, the factors “lack of attention”, “lack of
concentration” and “failure to notice other road users” – was the presumed main cause
of 28.9 % of fatal road accidents in Austria in 2018, a slight decrease compared to the
previous year (2017: 31.4 %).
Fatigue was the presumed main cause of 0.8 % of fatal road accidents in Austria in 2018,
a figure that constitutes a significant decrease compared to the previous year (2017:
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3.2 %). Fatigue is also frequently the cause of fatal or serious road accidents. However,
driver fatigue and the corresponding drop in attention and concentration levels is a
vastly underestimated cause of accidents on Austria’s roads – and on its motorways in
particular. The number of unreported/undetected cases is estimated to be far higher,
also on an international level. Indeed, international studies suggest that the share of
road accidents caused by fatigue lies at up to 33 % of all road accidents and up to
35 % of fatal road accidents.

“As active road users, we are responsible not only for our own safety
but also for that of other road users. Since even the smallest mistake,
distraction or lack of due care and attention can lead to serious
accidents, road users must pay full attention to what is going on
around them on the roads.”

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

The catalogue of probationary driving licence offences was expanded in 2017 to
include the prohibition of the use of mobile phones without a hands-free system
while driving

•

Since 2017, photographic material obtained from traffic enforcement equipment
can now also be used in the prosecution of other traffic offences such as breaches
of the prohibition of the use of a mobile phone while driving

2.3.7 Speed Management on Rural Roads
Driving speed has a major impact on road safety. Excessive speed is a frequent cause
of road accidents in Austria. According to the road accident statistics compiled by
Statistics Austria, driving at an inappropriate speed was the presumed main cause of
24.1 % of the country’s fatal road accidents in 2018. In 2017, this figure lay at 24.7 %.
The speed management measures in the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-2020
focus on rural roads and are aimed at reducing the driving speeds and maximum speed
limits on such roads.

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

Radar and laser blockers that can be used to influence or impair technical traffic
enforcement equipment have been banned in Austria since 2017. Such devices
may neither be mounted on nor transported for use in motor vehicles. Throughout
2018, traffic police officers received further training in recognising such devices.
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2.3.8 Level Crossings
Accidents on level crossings always attract increased public attention. Given the severity
of the consequences of such accidents, they also attract increased attention in the media.
Fatalities in accidents on level crossings
2011

21

2012

15

2013

18

2014

12

2015

21

2016

15

2017

8

2018

6

Source: BMVIT

Photo credits: Fotolia /
Adobe Stock

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

Pursuant to the Austrian Level Crossings Act 2012 (Eisenbahnkreuzungsverordnung), all level crossings in Austria will be checked by the responsible authorities
and, if necessary, upgraded by the responsible infrastructure company by 2029.
Increased efforts are also being made to remove level crossings and replace them
with bridges and underpasses.

•

The Austrian Road Safety Advisory Council’s Working Group on Railways has defined target groups for awareness-raising measures and developed corresponding
measures and implementation procedures for all organisations involved. This has
resulted in even better networking with driving schools and a joint activity between the railway infrastructure company ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG and the Austrian
Economic Chamber’s Confederation of Driving Schools at the International Level
Crossing Awareness Day 2018 (ILCAD 2018).
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2.3.9 Enforcement
Enforcement by the police is crucial for improving road safety. The goal of police traffic
enforcement is to increase the visible police presence on dangerous sections of the
road network as a preventive measure and to run spot checks to remove drivers who
constitute a danger to other road users from the roads. The table below provides an
overview of traffic enforcement measures by the Austrian police in the last three years. It
shows the number of prosecutions for speeding offences, the number of alcohol checks
carried out (alcohol screening, breathalyser tests, medical examinations), the number
of prosecutions for alcohol-related offences as well as the number of charges filed and
on-the-spot fines issued for failure to wear a seat belt.
Enforcement Summary
identified violations
and/or charges filed

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

4,863,612

4,962,189

5,179,485

5,205,417

5,317,980

Alcohol

33,418

26,327

27,896

28,109

28,067

Failure to wear a seat belt

129,118

103,214

98,414

102,039

102,941

Safety distance

50,854

46,669

85,666

85,954

109,218

6,474

6,333

5,243

5,918

6,769

130,621

109,028

105,589

113,770

115,470

Speeding

Child restraint
Using a mobile phone

Source: Austrian Federal Ministry of the Interior

The police also enforce the ban on the use of mobile phones while driving. In 2018,
115,470 drivers were prosecuted or issued with an on-the-spot fine for using a mobile
phone without a hands-free system while driving.
Given the increase in the level of bicycle traffic and the number of accidents involving
bicycles, cyclists were increasingly inspected and subjected to spot checks by traffic
police in Austrian cities. Particular focus was placed thereby on the cyclist’s driving
behaviour and bicycle equipment. Additional spot checks were also carried out on classic
motorcycle (touring) routes to monitor speed, the technical state of the motorcycles,
noise levels, etc.

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

Radar and laser blockers that can be used to influence or impair technical traffic
enforcement equipment have been banned in Austria since 2017. Such devices
may neither be mounted on nor transported for use in motor vehicles. Throughout
2018, traffic police officers received further training in recognising such devices.
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2.3.10 Driver Education
Accident statistics indicate that most driver fatalities and injuries occur in the first four
to five years in which a person holds a driving licence. In 2018, 11,436 people in the
15-24-year-old age group were injured and 51 killed in road accidents in Austria. The
number of injured road users in this age group thus fell by around 3 % in comparison
to the previous year, while the number of fatalities decreased by around 23 % (2017:
66 fatalities).

Road Safety Programme 2011 - 2020 measures implemented in 2018
•

The minimum age for moped driving lessons and the moped driving test was
raised by four months, i.e. the earliest date on which potential moped drivers can
now begin their driving lessons is two months prior to their 16th birthday. “Risk
competence” was added as a compulsory topic to the moped driver education
curriculum. In future, the theory exam for the moped driving licence will be taken
on a computer, and preparations are already underway for the switch to this webbased exam.

•

The questions and pictures in the Category C, D, F and Trailer driving licence
theory exam stem for the most part from the 1990s and are thus outdated. New
pictures, updated questions and new focal points, e.g. overlooking vulnerable road
users, will bring the driving test up-to-date and make it more realistic. Work on
updating this material is currently in progress.

2.4 Other Road Safety Programme 2011-2020
Measures Implemented
The measures in the Austrian Road Safety Programme 2011-2020 are organised into
17 fields of action, with the main priorities assigned to 10 areas of intervention (see
Chapter 2.3). However, some of the measures implemented cannot be assigned to any
one specific area of intervention and are thus outlined in the list below:
•

The Federal Ministry of the Interior’s emergency services control centres across
Austria have been equipped for calls using the “eCall” system since October 2017.
The upgrade to the new ELKOS (Einsatzleit- und Kommunikationssystem) operations control and communication software will be completed by 2020. Vehicle
models registered since 31 March 2018 are equipped with eCall technology.

•

Since 20 May 2018, if a vehicle safety test report pursuant to § 57a of the Austrian Motor Vehicles Act (Kraftfahrgesetz) logged in the test report database
indicates a fault that poses an imminent danger to road safety, the local authorities in the area in which the vehicle is registered are informed immediately. If a
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vehicle is determined to have serious faults, the mandatory follow-up test must
now be carried out within two months of the original vehicle safety test. The
deadlines for safety tests have been shortened for passenger vehicles used as
taxis or ambulances as well as for buses, lorries with a mass exceeding 3,500
kilogrammes and trailers.
•

Work on the EU’s road safety strategy for 2021 to 2030 is currently ongoing in
cooperation with the Member States. The new strategy will place increased focus
on key performance indicators (KPIs) like speed or drink driving.

•

Work has been ongoing at EU level since 2016 to agree a unified definition of
serious road injuries based on the MAIS 3+ Scale (Maximum AIS – Abbreviated
Injury Scale). The number of seriously injured road accident victims in Austria in
2017 was reported to the European Commission.
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Contacts
Institution

Telephone number

E-mail

Federal Ministry for
Transport, Innovation
and Technology

www.bmvit.gv.at

+43/1/7116265-0

servicebuero@
bmvit.gv.at

Federal Ministry of
Education, Science
and Research

www.bmbwf.gv.at

+43/1/53120-0

ministerium@
bmbwf.gv.at

Federal Ministry of
the Interior

www.bmi.gv.at

+43/1/53126-0

post@bmi.gv.at

Federal Ministry of
Constitutional Affairs,
Reforms, Deregulation
and Justice

www.justiz.gv.at

+43/1/5263686

post@bmvrdj.gv.at

Federal Ministry of
Labour, Social Affairs,
Health and Consumer
Protection

www.sozialministerium.at

+43/1/71100-0

post@sozialministerium.at

www.arbeiterkammer.at

+43/1/50165-0

mailbox@akwien.
at

ARBÖ – Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle
and Cycle Club

www.arboe.at

+43/1/89121-0

info@arboe.at

ASFINAG - Autobahnen- und
SchnellstraßenFinanzierungs-Aktiengesellschaft

www.asfinag.at

+43/50108-10000

info@asfinag.at

AUVA - Austrian
Worker’s Compensation Board

www.auva.at

+43/59393-20000

HAL@auva.at

www.verkehr-wien.at

+43/1/81114-0

post@ma46.wien.
gv.at

Federal State of
Burgenland

www.burgenland.at

+43/57-600-0

anbringen@bgld.
gv.at

Federal State of
Carinthia

www.ktn.gv.at

+43/50 536

-

Federal State of
Lower Austria

www.noe.gv.at

+43/2742/9005-0

buergerbuero.
landhaus@noel.
gv.at

Federal State of
Upper Austria

www.land-oberoesterreich.
gv.at

+43/732/77 20-0

post@ooe.gv.at

AK – Chamber of
Labour

City of Vienna, Municipal Department 46
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Federal State of
Salzburg

www.salzburg.gv.at

+43/662/8042-0

post@salzburg.
gv.at

Federal State of
Styria

www.steiermark.at

+43/316/877-0

post@stmk.gv.at

www.tirol.gv.at

+43/512/508

post@tirol.gv.at

www.vorarlberg.at

+43/557/4511-0

land@vorarlberg.at

www.fsv.at

+43/1/5855567-0

office@fsv.at

oe3.orf.at

+43/800 600 600

hitradio@oe3.at

www.kfv.at

+43/577077-0

kfv@kfv.at

www.oeamtc.at

+43/1/711990-300

office@oeamtc.at

www.oebb.at

+43/1/93000 0

kundenservice@
pv.oebb.at

Österreichischer
Gemeindebund - Association of Austrian
Municipalities

www.gemeindebund.at

+43/1/5121480

presse@gemeindebund.gv.at

Österreichischer
Städtebund - Association of Austrian Cities

www.staedtebund.gv.at

+43/1/4000-89980

post@staedtebund.gv.at

www.statistik.at

+43/1/71128-7070

info@statistik.
gv.at

VCÖ – Mobilität mit
Zukunft

www.vcoe.at

+43/1/8932697

vcoe@vcoe.at

Vienna University
of Economics and
Business

www.wu.ac.at

+43/1/313 36-0

-

www.walk-space.at

+43/699 123 75 441

office@walk-space.
at

www.wko.at

+43/590900

office@wko.at

Federal State of Tyrol
Federal State of
Vorarlberg
FSV – Austrian
Association for
Research on
Road-Rail-Transport
Hitradio Ö3
KFV – Austrian Road
Safety Board
ÖAMTC - Austrian Automobile, Motorcycle
and Touring Club
ÖBB - Austrian
Federal Railways

Statistics Austria

walk-space.at
WKO - Austrian
Economic Chamber
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